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Abstract. In this work the electron kinetics in He/CH4/CO2 mixtures used for CH4

conversion is studied, including the contribution of H2 and CO formed in the discharge,

as an initial step to model the reforming of natural gas for syngas production in a

dielectric barrier discharge. The electron Boltzmann equation for a swarm in the

hydrodynamic regime is solved in mixtures of He/CH4/CO2/CO/H2 by expanding the

electron velocity distribution function (evdf ) in density gradients and using an iterative

method to obtain the angular dependency of the expansion coefficients. The need for

such a method in mixtures with CH4, CO2 and CO and for the range of E/N values

occurring in DBD discharges is assessed. The role of He and the effect of the change in

composition by conversion of reagents into products in the evdf, transport parameters,

reaction rates and power losses is discussed and quantified.
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1. Introduction

The search for efficient processes for the conversion of methane to liquid hydrocarbon

products, either directly or through the production of syngas (a CO/H2 mixture)

intermediate, is an active field of research. Such process would allow the exploration of

methane sources from remote areas for the production of methanol or other synthetic

liquid fuels with a sufficient energy density to substitute oil-based fuels. Other possible

applications include the production of hydrogen for the future hydrogen society. Until

now, however, the only viable industrial process is steam reforming, where CH4 is

oxidized by steam in the presence of a catalyst. This process, however, has the

disadvantages of operating at high temperature, requiring a slow start and costly

materials, and of catalyst deactivation over time.

One of the alternative technologies under investigation is the use of plasma, or the

combination of plasma and catalysts, exploiting electron impact collisions and reactions

with radicals for gas conversion. Combined with catalysts, plasmas can also supply

species and radiation that lower the catalyst activation energy [1, 2].

Since the first studies in the late 1980’s [3], a large number of experimental work

has been devoted to plasma methane conversion using different types of non-thermal

plasmas. Most of the work used dielectric barrier discharges (DBD) frequently associated

with a catalyst [4–8]. The most effective types of plasmas and discharge systems tested

are gliding discharge systems, alone or associated with a “tornado”-type flow where

the gas and electron vibrational temperatures reach values within the (2000-3000) K

range [9]. Mixtures of methane with different gases have been studied, the common

recipe being methane with an oxidant (oxygen or carbon dioxide are the most common)

with a possible addition of a rare gas.

In contrast to the abundant number of experimental work, only a few models of

these plasmas have been published. This may be due to the complexity of connecting a

description of the filamentary discharges, each occurring in a small volume and on a time

frame of tenths of nanoseconds, with the chemical kinetics taking place in the full volume

of a reactor and on a much larger time scale. The published models do not consider the

process of formation of the filamentary discharges and the associated electron kinetics,

analyzing only the chemical kinetics in post-discharge conditions [4, 7, 10, 11]. While

in [4] the authors are aware of the dependency of the electron collision rates for the

production of methane radicals on the gas composition, electron energy, voltage pulse,

etc., they obtain the required parameters from a fit from the experimental results. The

other models follow, in different degrees, the same assumptions and approach of [4].

While these models obtained a relative success in reproducing the experimental results

and in providing insight on the main processes and reaction paths, their main limitation

lies in their specificity to the experimental systems modeled. More recently a self-

consistent 1D-model has been published [12] including the discharge formation phase.

Although representing a significant step forward in the current understanding of these

plasmas, that model describes a homogeneous DBD discharge and does not describe
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the characteristic filamentary nature of the discharge in these mixtures. A refinement

has since been published, where the filamentary nature of the discharge is simulated

through electric field pulses [13]. Another limitation is the use of a two-term Boltzmann

solver to obtain the electron transport parameters and rate coefficients, which is known

to provide less accurate results in gases with large vibrational excitation cross sections

such as CH4, CO2 and CO [14, 15]. The development of filamentary discharges also

leads to high reduced field values, up to the order of 1000 Td [16], where the two-term

approximation becomes insufficient to account for the anisotropy of the electron velocity

distribution function (evdf ). Despite the interest of the modeling results available in the

literature, a full self-consistent model of methane plasma conversion is not yet available.

The role of electrons on streamer formation and the extreme values of reduced electric

field observed during the filamentary discharge determines that such model requires a

good description of the electron kinetics on a wide range of fields. We have found,

however, only one work [17] discussing, in a very limited way, the electron kinetics in

these mixtures. As such we consider important the study of the electron kinetics in

these complex mixtures and these fields before reliable global results can be obtained.

Thus, as an initial step for a comprehensive model, we study the electron kinetics in

mixtures and conditions relevant for methane conversion in DBD reactors. In the present

paper we focus on the He/CH4/CO2 mixtures used in a previous work [18], where He

was experimentally shown to have a relevant role in the conversion. In this paper we

show that this effect is a consequence of significant changes in the electron kinetics

when He is added to the mixture. We take into account the dissociation of CH4 and

CO2 in a simplified way, by assuming that the dominant stable products are CO and H2.

Therefore, in practice we study the electron kinetics in a He/CH4/CO2/CO/H2 mixture.

In the remaining of this paper, we start by discussing the assumptions and representation

for the evdf used for solving the electron Boltzmann equation. On section 3 we briefly

discuss the improvements and modifications made on the cross sections for He, CH4 and

CO2 in order to make them consistent with the present Boltzmann method, as well as

our choice of CO and H2 cross sections. The results of the electron kinetics are presented

in section 4, while the main conclusions are summarized in section 5.

2. Solution of the Boltzmann equation

The behaviour of the electrons is described by the Boltzmann equation for the electron

distribution function f (~r,~v, t),

∂f

∂t
+ ~v · ∇rf + ~a · ∇vf = C(f) , (1)

where ~r, ~v and t are the position, velocity and time, respectively, ~a = − (e/m) ~E denotes

the acceleration produced by the external field and C(f) is the linear collision operator

accounting for elastic, inelastic and non-conservative collisions. We need to solve (1)

taking into account the contribution of new electrons produced in the discharge and
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keeping in mind that the relative size of the vibrational cross sections or high reduced

field values increases the anisotropy of the evdf in velocity space along the field direction.

A good model for the initial phase of the filamentary discharges of DBDs is that of

a pulsed Townsend discharge where an electron swarm is emitted in a short time period

and drifts in space under a constant electrical field with charge multiplication [19]. While

in a filamentary discharge the electric field is not constant, we can admit that the field

variations are sufficiently slow and smooth compared to the time and space needed by

the evdf to equilibrate to these changes. Under the same assumption, we neglect the

effect of boundaries on the evdf. We further assume that the streamer repetition rate

and density is sufficient low to neglect the contribution of the excited molecules and

short living radicals on consecutive discharges. This is a good approximation for the

purposes of the present investigation. In any case, a full self-consistent model, including

the time-dependent chemical kinetics, must take into account the electron kinetics in

time-varying fields. Results for the drift velocity of electrons in time resolved rf fields

have been calculated in [20] using Monte Carlo simulations.

The analysis of electron swarms developed in [21] can be used if we consider

that the electrons are moving in the hydrodynamic regime, meaning that although the

electron density grows exponentially, the distribution in velocity space and the transport

parameters have reached equilibrium values, independent of their initial values. The

theoretical basis of the treatment can be found in [21] and only a short summary of the

theory is indicated here to facilitate the discussion.

2.1. Representation of the evdf

The evdf is represented as an expansion on space gradients for the electron density [21],

f (~r,~v, t) =
∞∑
k=0

F [k] (~v)⊗k (−∇)k n (~r, t) (2)

where the expansion coefficients F [k] (~v) are velocity-dependent tensors of rank k, ⊗k

is the k -fold inner-product operation and (−∇)k is the k -fold outer product of the

gradient operator with itself. The functions F [k] (~v) are related to the spatial moments of

f (~r,~v, t) and, in particular, F [0] (~v) =
∫
f(~r,~v, t)d~r/

∫
n(~r, t)d~r. Obviously equation (2)

reduces to the more common representation for the evdf if we neglect the higher order

expansion coefficients F [k], k > 0 [see equation (6) below]. A comparison of different

representations and methods to solve (1) can be found in [22].

Inserting (2) into equation (1) leads to a hierarchy of kinetic equations for the

expansion coefficients F [k]:

~a · ∇vF
[0] − C

(
F [0]
)

= − Ω(0)F [0] (3)

~a · ∇vF
[k] − C

(
F [k]

)
= ~vF [k−1] −

k∑
j=0

Ω(j)F [k−j] , k ≥ 1 (4)

where for clarity we have dropped the ~v dependence of F [k]. Ω[j] are generalized transport

coefficients and are identified with the ones measured in swarm experiments. These
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coefficients are expressed in terms of the functions F [k], the first three corresponding to

the transport coefficients

Ω(0) = Ω =

∫
(νion − νatt)F [0]d~v

Ω(1) = ~W =

∫
~vF [0]d~v +

∫
(νion − νatt) ~F [1]d~v

Ω(2) = D̂ =

∫
~v ~F [1]d~v +

∫
(νion − νatt) F̂ [2]d~v

where ν are the ionization or attachment frequencies, Ω is the macroscopic effective

ionization frequency, ~W is the swarm drift velocity and D̂ is the diffusion tensor.

These coefficients may be written [23] as,

Ω(k) = Γ(k) + S(k), k = 0, 1, 2 (5)

(with Γ(0) = 0) and where Γ(k) represents flux and S(k) are source and sink terms

resulting from non-conservative interactions. In [24] these terms are called the “flux” and

“reactive” components, respectively, while the Ω(k) are the “bulk” transport coefficients.

Without a magnetic field, ~W is parallel to the electric field and ~Γ(1) = ~Vd. In this case the

diffusion tensor, D̂ is diagonal with a longitudinal and two equal transversal components.

These coefficients are, respectively:

DL =

∫
vzF

[1]
z d~v +

∫
(νion − νatt)F [2]

zz d~v

DT =
1

2

[∫
vTF

[1]
T d~v +

∫
(νion − νatt)F [2]

TTd~v

]
where the indexes z or T indicate the longitudinal or transverse components. As

discussed below we use the set of parameters {Ω(0),Ω(1),Ω(2)} to adjust the cross sections,

while the parameters {Ω(0),Γ(1),Γ(2)}, which are used in the solution of the electron fluid

equations [15], are discussed in section 4.

2.2. Angular dependence of the distribution function

To solve the set of equations (3, 4) and obtain the expansion coefficients F [k](~v) , k ≤ 2,

we have used a modified version of the algorithm proposed in [25], based on the discrete

ordinate Sn method. This algorithm solves the equations on a (v, θ) grid, where v = |~v|
and θ is the angle between ~v and ~E, iteratively, using as convergence criteria the relative

change on transport parameters. The precision of the angular representation depends

on the number of θ intervals used. For radiation transport problems, it has been

shown [26] that a discrete ordinate Sn+1 methods is equivalent to a spherical harmonics

Pn expansion. To keep contact with the more commonly adopted representation for the

evdf, it can be shown that the coefficients, fn, of the classical multiterm expansion in

Legendre polynomials can be obtained from the function F [0] (~v) through the relation

fn(v) =
2n+ 1

2

∫
F [0](v, θ)Pn (cos θ) sin θdθ . (6)
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2.3. Collision term

The collision term includes elastic and 1st and 2nd kind inelastic collisions. The

rotational or vibrational populations for each mode, characterized by the gas

temperature or a vibrational temperature, Tv, respectively, have been obtained

neglecting anharmonic contributions. The superelastic collisions are considered only for

vibrations and the cross sections are calculated through the Klein-Rosseland relation.

Note that, besides the parent gases, He, CH4 and CO2, we take into account the

modification of the mixture due to the conversion of CH4 and CO2, assuming they are

mainly converted into CO and H2 (cf. section 4). Therefore, we solve the Boltzmann

equation in the quinary mixture He/CH4/CO2/CO/H2.

The non-conservative terms include attachment and ionization. In the latter case

we have assumed a 50% energy split between initial and secondary electrons. A

realistic projection of the triple differential ionisation cross section has been discussed

in [27]. However, as shown in [28], where different possibilities were tested and a

comparison between a discrete division of energy among the electrons with a more

realistic continuous one was carried out in pure CH4, the best choice for a discrete

energy division is indeed a 50% division. This value is also recommended by [29].

As a rule, electron-electron collisions have not been considered in the present

calculations. Nevertheless, a few tests to assess the effect of e-e collisions were carried

out. For the two typical values of the reduced electric field considered in this work

(cf. section 4.1), 74 and 736 Td, the influence of e-e is vanishingly small if the degree

of ionisation is lower than 10−4 and 10−2, respectively. These results fully justify the

neglect of e-e in our calculations, since in DBDs the higher ionisation degrees correspond

to the higher electric fields. Accordingly, at the low fields where the evdf is sensitive to

e-e collisions, the ionization degree is expected to be small, below the values indicated

above.

3. Cross Sections

We need to guaranty the consistency between the cross sections used and the

representation adopted for the evdf to solve (1). In particular, the calculated swarm

parameters must adequately reproduce the available experimental data. Most of the

cross section sets available in the literature have been adjusted with Boltzmann codes

based on the two-term approximation and neglecting or simplifying the contribution

of the “reactive” terms in (5). With these codes the measured “bulk” parameters are

compared with the computed “flux” parameters. Although the error introduced by

this procedure is usually unimportant, in gases with a Ramsauer minimum, like CH4,

or in regions of high field, this introduces an error in the adjusted cross sections [15].

Another advantage of the present method is that, contrarily to most solvers based on

the two-term approximation, both the longitudinal and transverse components of D̂ are

computed and compared with the experimental values.
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Complete and consistent sets of cross-sections for He, CH4 and CO2 were developed.

They are based on a revision and adjustment of published cross-section sets and ensure a

good agreement between the measured transport parameters and those calculated with

the current method. For the present paper we have revised and adjusted various cross

sections reported by different authors for the gases under study in order to obtain cross

section sets consistent with the representation of the evdf, and only a brief summary is

presented here. We focused in obtaining a good agreement on the effective ionization

coefficient as it indicates that we are obtaining well estimated reactive components of

the bulk transport coefficients terms in eq.5. In the modifications introduced we have

tried to keep the original total inelastic cross section. Due to the lack of experimental

data for the transport parameters in gas mixtures, the validation of the cross sections

was done for each gas individually, comparing the calculations and measurements of the

swarm parameters in pure gases.

In what concerns CH4, we have started with the cross section set from Pinhão [30].

The latter is based on the set from Shirai [31], complemented with the vibrational

excitation from M. C. Bordage [28] and the electron attachment from Rawat [32]. For

E/N > 300 Td we compare our α/N calculations with the experimental measurements

of Davies [33], as reported in the IST-Lisbon and LAPLACE databases [34, 35], while

for E/N < 300 Td we consider the measurements from Urquijo [36]. We also aimed at

adjusting the relation between the ionization and attachment coefficients, approaching

the values reported by Hunter [37] above 150 Td. To achieve a good calculation of the

effective ionization coefficient, α/N , we have reduced the cross section for attachment

and raised the dissociative excitation to CH2 (scaled respectively to 0.1 and 1.4), as

compared with [30]. The change in the attachment cross section makes it closer to those

suggested by Davies [33] in IST-Lisbon database [34]. The change in the cross section

for excitation to CH2 does not significantly change the total inelastic cross section or the

total dissociation as the cross section for CH3 is dominant. With these modifications a

significant improvement is obtained on the calculated values of α/N . The original set

lead to large relative differences between the calculated and measured α/N values below

150 Td. With the modifications the range of accurate values of α/N goes as low as ∼ 90

Td. Considering an uncertainty of 5% in the experimental measurements, the reduced

χ2 improves from 4.2 to 1.8 when comparing the experimental values with, respectively,

the calculations with the original set above 150 Td and with the modified set above

85 Td. Figure 1 a) shows the comparison between the calculated and the experimental

effective ionization coefficient.

The He cross section set was adjusted from Belmonte [41]. In order to obtain a

good agreement between the calculated value of the effective ionization coefficient and

the experimental data from Chanin [38], Davies [39], Lakshminarasimha [40] (taken

from the IST-Lisbon database [34]) at the breakdown fields, we had to slightly increase

the ionization cross section, scaled to 1.2. To compensate for the change on the total

inelastic cross section we decreased two electronic cross sections (23S and 21P ), scaled

to 0.4 and 0.7 respectively. Figure 1 b) shows the comparison between the calculated
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Figure 1. Calculated (—) and experimental (◦ [33], × [36] for a; � [38], ◦ [39], � [40]

for b) effective ionization coefficient in CH4 (a) and He (b).

and the experimental effective ionization coefficient.

Regarding CO2, our base was the cross section set by Nakamura [42], available at

the NIFS database [43]. We have modified the momentum transfer cross section and the

lower energy region of the first vibrational cross section (010 bending mode), making

them closer to those of Hayashi [44]. Buckman and co-workers [45] report an increase

of the electron scattering cross section with the vibrational population (mainly of the

bending mode). However, as discussed in section 4, we have only considered conditions of

low vibrational excitation and have thus neglected this effect. The resulting new cross

sections are shown in figure 2. These adjustments were dictated by the comparison

of the calculated mobility and diffusion coefficients with the experimental values from

Elford [46], as reported in [35]. As an example, figure 3 shows the calculated and

experimental electron mobility for reduced fields below 20 Td. Before the adjustment

the discrepancy with the experimental values was larger than 10%. Additionally, we

have included dissociative excitations and ionizations cross sections, as reported in

Itikawa [47], ignoring those with thresholds above 80 eV. The addition of these cross

sections was made ensuring we have kept the same total inelastic cross-section.

Finally, the cross sections for CO and H2 were taken from Buckman and Phelps

[48], with CO being based on Land [49]. CO cross sections were retrieved with no

modifications while for H2 we used the scale factors suggested in the Phelps database [50]

for the rotational transitions (for J = 0 → 2 divide by 0.25; for J = 1 → 3 divide by

0.75).

4. Results and discussion

A full study of the effect of composition on the electron kinetics requires the knowledge of

the cross sections for the different species resulting from CH4 and CO2 dissociation and
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Figure 2. Modified cross sections of CO2 used in this work. (– – –) Elastic
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Figure 3. Calculated (——) and experimental (•) [46] electron mobility coefficient

in CO2.

the coupling with the chemical kinetics. In most cases, however, the concentrations of

the dissociation products are relatively low and their cross sections are not well known.

Here, we have adopted a simplified model, where H2 and CO are assumed to be the

dominant stable products from this dissociation, such that the formula

CH4 + CO2 → 2H2 + 2CO (7)

is valid. Accordingly, we study He/CH4/CO2/H2/CO mixtures, as the result from a

conversion process of an initial He/CH4/CO2 mixture. Following (7), we consider a

constant [CH4]/[CO2] concentration ratio of one. The concentrations are determined

by only two parameters, (η, C): η is the He fractional concentration on the base

He/CH4/CO2 mixture, and was ranged from 0 to 1; C is the conversion ratio of both
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Gas He CH4, CO2 H2, CO

Concentration η/α (1− C)(1− η)/(2α) C(1− η)/α

Table 1. Concentration of each gas in the mixture as a function of (η, C), the He

concentration and value of conversion for CH4 or CO2, respectively. α = 1 +C(1− η).

(η, C) He CH4, CO2 H2, CO

(0, 0) 0 0.5 0

(0.6, 0) 0.6 0.2 0

(0, 0.3) 0 0.27 0.23

(0.6, 0.3) 0.54 0.12 0.11

Table 2. Concentration of each gas in the mixture as a function of (η, C), the He

concentration and value of conversion for CH4 or CO2, respectively.

CH4 and CO2,

C =
[X]0 − α[X]

[X]0
(8)

where [X] is the fractional concentration of the species X, the index 0 refers to the

initial mixture, and α is the expansion factor, N/N0, resulting from the increase in the

number of molecules with the conversion, and corresponds to α in equations (3) and (4)

in [18]. The relative increase of the number of molecules, α, can be written in terms of

(η, C),

α = 1 + C(1− η) (9)

so that the mixture composition depends only on these two parameters. The

concentration of each gas in the mixture can be retrieved from the expressions indicated

in table 1. The (η, C) values most often used in this article are (0, 0), (0.6, 0), (0, 0.3) and

(0.6, 0.3) , see table 2. The former two represent mixtures without or with a significant

He concentration before conversion, respectively, while the latter two represent the

same initial mixtures after a conversion of 30%. These (η, C) values were chosen as

representative of typical compositions and capable of showing the effects of dissociation

on the electron kinetics. They were based on experimental results [18]. In an actual

discharge, the real mixture is more complex and constantly changing. Along with other

molecules with lower concentrations, many radicals with relevant electron collision cross

sections will be present. These gases can significantly influence the chemical kinetics

and cannot be neglected from a chemical model. For example, the different ionization

thresholds change the effective ionization coefficient of the mixture. Although this model

does not consider all the species formed in a DBD discharge, it should provide qualitative

information on the effect of composition in the electron kinetics.

All the results were computed at room temperature (Tg = 300 K). The population

of vibrational excited levels of the molecular gases (CH4, CO2, H2 and CO) are assumed
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to follow a Boltzmann distribution for each mode at TV = Tg. Accordingly, only levels

with v = 0 or v = 0, 1 (depending on the energy separation of the series) and a pseudo-

level corresponding to the sum of the remaining populations, have been considered. In

the case of hydrogen, we also took into account the rotational population of the two

spin isomers. The effect of these vibrational or rotational excited levels is negligible

for most of the gases and conditions considered, except for CO2 in a limited range of

E/N , where it is responsible for a 1% change on the drift velocity and up to 7% change

on the longitudinal diffusion coefficient, DL. Note, however, that usually TV 6= Tg and

vibrational excited levels can significantly influence the electron kinetics [51]. The study

of this effect will be the subject of a future publication.

The results were obtained with an angular grid with 31 equally spaced points, a

velocity grid with a step of 6× 103 m/s and an adjustable number of points, such that

the difference between the integral of the expansion coefficient F [0] and one is always less

than 10−8. Finally the convergence criteria for the transport parameters was to obtain

a relative difference ≤ 10−6 between successive iterations, as it has given us results

comparable with other proven techniques [22].

4.1. Isotropic coefficient, f0

To facilitate the comparison of our calculations with results based on the two-term

approximation we show in figure 4 the isotropic component, f0, obtained from (6), for

three values of reduced field and different combinations of (η, C). 736 Td represents a

high field, as found in streamer formation space charge fields [52], 74 Td represents a

DBD disruption field [53], and 10 Td is a low field at which electrons do not have enough

energy for most inelastic processes interesting for dissociation. As it can be seen, the

presence of He is responsible for a shift of the isotropic component to higher energies,

with an increase of the number of high energy electrons and a reduction of the number

of electrons with low energy. This effect is clearly visible both at low and high E/N

values but the electron energy at which the f0 curves for different He concentrations

cross is greater for higher E/N values. It is a direct consequence of the shape and

amplitude of the electron impact cross sections, which are globally smaller in He than

in the molecular gases, and have a smaller threshold for the inelastic processes in the

later gases.

Figure 4 further shows that the effect of conversion is qualitatively different than the

He addition. In any case, for intermediate and low values of E/N , the detailed shape of

f0 is significantly modified in the low-energy region. This modification induces marked

changes in the electron transport parameters, as detailed below. Increasing the H2 and

CO concentrations the decrease of f0 with energy is more pronounced, mainly because

of the important CO vibrational excitation cross sections that have the maximum below

2 eV. Note that the mixtures with H2 and CO have a higher fraction of molecular gases.

On the other hand, for higher energies, where electronic excitations and ionizations take

place, H2 and CO have a smaller total inelastic cross section than the CH4 and CO2
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Figure 4. Isotropic component of the electron energy distribution function as a

function of the electron energy for three values of reduced field, 736 Td (a), 74 Td

(b) and 10 Td (c), and different combinations of (η, C), where η is the initial He

concentration and C the conversion level: (——) (0, 0); (– – –) (0.6, 0); (— · —)

(0, 0.3); (· · · · · ·) (0.6, 0.3).

they substitute. This justifies the crossing seen in f0 for E/N = 736 and 74 Td (figure

4a and 4b), between 15 and 25 eV, where the mixtures with H2 and CO have a larger

population of electrons at high energies.

4.2. Transport parameters

As previously referred, experimental transport parameters in these mixtures are not

available. As such, we present these transport parameters calculated for a wide range

of fields. These results can be used as input data in the drift diffusion equation for

electrons. The flux drift velocity is represented as a function of E/N in figure 5, for the

same values of (η, C) considered before. As the figure illustrates, the mixture of the two

gases results in a flux drift velocity with a pronounced hump between (2–100) Td. It

is worth noting the marked influence of the conversion of CH4 and CO2 in this region,
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Figure 6. Transverse (a) and longitudinal (b) components of the diffusion tensor as

a function of the reduced field and for different values of (η, C): (——) (0, 0); (– – –)

(0.6, 0); (— · —) (0, 0.3); (· · · · · ·) (0.6, 0.3).

as a consequence of the modifications in the evdf at low energies. The admixture of He

or an increase in conversion has the effect of smoothing down and eventually eliminate

this hump.

Figure 6 shows the longitudinal and transverse components of the diffusion tensor

for different values of (η, C). The CH4/CO2 mixture also shows a hump in the same

range as the flux drift velocity. An increase in C leads to the disappearance of the hump

(or even to a depression in the case of DL) and to an increase of the values of diffusion

bellow ∼ 10 Td. The admixture of He increases the diffusion in almost the full range of

values studied.

Figure 7 shows that the effective ionization coefficient around the breakdown field
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different values of (η, C): (——) (0, 0); (– – –) (0.6, 0); (— · —) (0, 0.3); (· · · · · ·)
(0.6, 0.3).

(below 100 Td for a typical DBD) is highly dependent on the He concentration. For

these field values, although the He addition corresponds to a decrease of the relative

concentrations of CH4 and CO2, which have lower ionization thresholds than He and,

therefore, are easier to ionize (cf. as well figure 8), the increase in the high energy tail

of f0 discussed in figure 4 determines a significant increase in the ionization efficiency.

The increase of α/N with He explains the reduction in breakdown voltage observed

in these mixtures [18]. If we account for the conversion of reagents into H2 and CO,

we obtain a decrease in the effective ionization coefficient. This is due to the slightly

higher ionization thresholds for H2 and CO (15 and 14 eV respectively) as well as to the

reduction of He concentration with conversion.

4.3. Collision frequencies

The increase in the tail of the isotropic component, f0, with He is responsible for a

large increase in the electronic excitation or ionization rate coefficients of CH4 and CO2.

Higher rates, however, do not automatically translate into more excitation or ionization

processes since the reagents concentrations are reduced with the inclusion of He. To

evaluate the net effect of He we need to take into account as well the changes in the

relative concentrations of CH4 and CO2 with He. In order to do that we analyze the

reduced collision frequencies, defined as

νM/N = [M ]CX
e , (10)

where N is the total gas density, [M] is the fractional concentration of species M , with

M = CH4 or CO2, and CX
e is the electron impact rate coefficient for process X. In this

way we will be analysing the already combined effect of the change in the rate coefficients

(because of the modifications of the evdf ) and the change of the species densities.
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(0.6, 0.3).

Figure 8 shows the ionization reduced collision frequencies of He, CH4, CO2, H2 and

CO for a (η, C) value of (0.6, 0.3). It confirms that the dominant He influence on α/N

is due to the increase of f0, rather than to a modification of the ionization channels. In

fact, the major contributor to the ionizations remains CH4.

Figure 9 shows the variation of the reduced collision frequencies for formation

of CH3 through dissociative excitation of CH4 and dissociation of CO2 through the

formation of O(1S), for different combinations of (η, C). In both cases and in the range

studied, the collision frequencies increase with He and this increase is more significant

at low E/N values. The introduction of He in the system has two competing effects: it

increases the tail of f0 and at the same time decreases the reagents’ concentration. The

net effect depends on the amount of He and on the reduced electric field. Considering

figure 9, it is observed that the dissociation frequencies for a 60% He addition are lower

than without He only at the highest field values shown. For lower field values, the

maximum in the dissociation frequencies occurs at even higher He concentrations. For

example, at 250 Td the maximum of dissociation collision frequency is obtained at 80%

He, while at 75 Td it occurs at 90% He. The collision frequencies decrease with C and

this decrease is stronger than the mere decrease in the corresponding concentrations,

since f0 becomes slightly depleted in the relevant region of energies, right above the

thresholds of 7.5 and 12 eV, respectively for CH4 and CO2 (cf. figure 4).

Regarding helium, decreasing its concentration significantly reduces the He collision

frequencies. In this case, both the reduction in concentration and the modification in

the tail of f0 contribute to this effect, acting on the same direction. This is in contrast

with what happens with the molecular gases, where the two effects compete. Figure

10-a) compares the collision frequencies for production of He+ as a function of E/N for

three values of η. Figure 10-b) compares the collision frequencies for the excitation of

the two metastable states of He (2 3S and 2 1S) for the same conditions. Thus, a greater
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Figure 9. Dissociative electronic excitation reduced frequencies for CH4 → CH3 (a)

and CO2 → O(1S) (b) as a function of the reduced field and for different values of

(η, C): (——) (0, 0); (– – –) (0.6, 0); (— · —) (0, 0.3); (· · · · · ·) (0.6, 0.3).

production of He excited species and ions is obtained with higher He concentration. It

is also interesting to compare the collision frequencies of He metastables excitation from

figure 10-b) with those of CH4 or CO2 dissociative electronic excitation or ionization

from figures 9 and 8. For [He] = 0.6 the He metastables production is much slower

than the direct electronic excitation or ionization of CH4 or CO2. As can be verified

from figures 8 and 10b, the CH4 ionization collision frequency is always more than one

order of magnitude higher than the metastables excitation of He. Note that in figure 8

a value C = 0.3 was considered, so that an exact comparison would involve even higher

values of the CH4 ionization reduced collision frequency. From these results we expect

that Penning ionization of CH4 or CO2, through collision with He metastables, cannot

compete with direct electronic collision ionization. A definite conclusion, however, needs

chemical kinetics calculations.

The analysis of the low-energy threshold processes, in particular vibrational

excitation, is more complex. Figure 11 shows the total reduced vibrational excitation

frequencies for CH4 and CO2 as a function of E/N and for different (η, C) values.

Contrary to the processes with higher thresholds, the vibrational collision frequencies

do not increase with He for the full E/N range studied. The discussion in section 4.1

contributes to a better understanding of this behavior. The main influence of He in

f0 is to increase the tail, at the cost of reducing the fraction of electrons with lower

energies. Therefore, f0 curves for different He concentrations cross at a given energy

uc. Without He f0 is higher for electron energies below uc, while with He f0 is higher

for electron energies above uc. The value of uc depends on the reduced field, increasing

with E/N . Figure 4 clearly shows that only for E/N values lower than ∼ 10 Td can

He have a positive effect on f0 in the energy range relevant for vibrational excitations,

since at this E/N value the curves cross at energies close to the vibrational excitation

threshold. As shown below, the vibrational collisions are extremely important power
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Figure 10. Electron collision reduced frequencies for He ionization (a) and excitation

of He metastables (b) as a function of the reduced field and for different values of

(η, C). For ionization and 2 1S, (——) (1, 0); (– – –) (0.6, 0); (— · —) (0.4, 0). For

2 3S: the dotted curves (· · · · · ·) with the same colors as before.
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Figure 11. Total vibrational reduced collision frequencies in CH4 (a) and CO2 (b) as

a function of the reduced field and for different values of (η, C): (——) (0, 0); (– – –)

(0.6, 0); (— · —) (0, 0.3); (· · · · · ·) (0.6, 0.3).

losses and, for the reduced field ranges relevant for dissociation, the He dilution has the

positive effect of decreasing these losses and redirecting them to dissociative processes.

A similar effect is observed from the inclusion of H2 and CO.

4.4. Absorbed Power

A possible misconception about He dilution is that the decrease in the reagents’

concentrations would determine a worse conversion efficiency. Although the dilution on

most other molecular gases indeed determines a worse conversion efficiency [54], with a

lower power channeled to dissociation, this is not the case with He, as anticipated by
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Figure 12. Fractional power losses for each type of process on each of the mixtures’

components, He (a), CH4 (b), CO2 (c), and on the whole mixture (d), as a function

of the reduced field: (——) momentum transfer; (——) vibrational excitation;

(– – –) electronic excitation; (— · —) ionization. All the calculations are made for

(η, C) = (0.6, 0), with the exception of the dotted curves (· · · · · ·) in (d), corresponding

to (η, C) = (0, 0).

inspection of figure 9. To further clarify this issue and quantify the effect, we now look

at the fractional power losses in the various collision processes, including the dissociation

of CH4 and CO2.

Figure 12 shows the fractional power losses in the different electron-collision

processes occurring in each gas for a given mixture. At a value of η of 0.6, the fraction

of power going to any type of process in He is always below 2.5%, and the sum of all

power losses in He is always below 5%, with the elastic losses dominating for E/N ≤ 100

Td. This is a consequence of the much more important cross sections of the molecular

gases and also of the very high threshold for inelastic processes in He. For fields up to

60 Td, the power is absorbed almost entirely on the vibrational excitation of CH4 and

CO2. Only around 40 Td does the electronic excitations become significative. Above

∼ 100 Td, electronic excitations become the dominant power sinks, with a maximum

share of power consumption of about 80% at 200 Td. The ionization channels only have

an impact on deletedthe power consumption above 100 Td. They have a growing trend

with the reduced field, reaching approximately 35% at our maximum of 1000 Td.

In CH4 most inelastic processes are dissociative, with the most important process

being the dissociative excitation into CH3. We consider dissociative excitation into
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Figure 13. Fractional power losses on dissociative processes of CH4 (a) and CO2

(b) as a function of the reduced field and for different values of (η, C): (——) (0, 0);

(– – –) (0.6, 0); (— · —) (0, 0.3); (· · · · · ·) (0.6, 0.3).

CH3, CH2 and CH, dissociative ionization into CH+
3 , CH+

2 , CH+, C+, H+
2 and H+,

and dissociative attachment into CH−2 and H−. As for CO2, we consider dissociative

excitation forming O1S, dissociative attachment producing O−, and the dissociative

ionization into C+, O+ and CO+. Figure 13 shows the fractional power losses in the

dissociative processes of CH4 and CO2. Figure 13a reveals that the addition of He

does not significantly change the total energy directed to the dissociation. Instead, its

main effect is to shift the maximum of dissociation to lower reduced field values. The

same conclusion can be inferred from figure 12b. This means that higher fields do not

necessarily imply a higher conversion efficiency of CH4. On the other hand, CO2 has

a continuously growing trend for the fraction of power going into dissociative processes

with the increase of the reduced field, as depicted in figure 13b. With its low power

absorption, the addition of He is very important for CO2 dissociation, as it can double

the fraction of power absorbed by this channel.

5. Conclusions

The analysis of the electron kinetics in CH4/CO2 plasmas used for Syngas production is

essential to understand the complex chemistry that takes place in these discharges.

The addition of other gases, such as He or the species resulting from the electron

collisions, can significantly change the evdf, the electron reaction rates and the energy

losses. We have thus investigated the electron kinetics in the quinary mixture

He/CH4/CO2/CO/H2 under simplifying assumptions.

The role of He in He/CH4/CO2 discharges has been evaluated. Except for very

high values of He concentration, the excitation and ionization frequencies in He are very

low. The dominant electron energy loss processes in He for E/N values up to 100 Td

are elastic collisions. However, the collisions in He allow a significant shift of the evdf
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to higher energy and are responsible for an increase of the electronic excitation and

ionization frequencies in CH4 and CO2. The He is also responsible for a shift of the

effective ionization curve to lower E/N values. Note, however, that the ionization takes

place in collisions with CH4, CO2 and their products and not with He. The current

results do not support the suggestion that Penning ionization resulting from collisions

with He metastable atoms may have a significant contribution to the discharge [55],

since the frequency for excitation of these levels is very low. It is expected that the

same qualitative behavior should be obtained replacing He by other atomic gases.

The effect of the change in composition with conversion on the electron kinetics

depends on E/N and on the specific process analyzed. In the one hand, the processes

with a low energy threshold, such as vibrational excitation, show an increase in the

collision frequencies with CH4 and CO2 conversion bellow a given value of E/N ; however,

as E/N increases, the collision frequency becomes negatively affected by this change in

composition. On the other hand, collision processes with higher thresholds are much

less sensitive to the degree of conversion and the collision frequencies for those processes

are approximately proportional to concentration.

The importance of vibrations of CH4, CO2, but also of CO and H2 should direct

future work to the role of vibrational excited states on the electron kinetics and on

the chemistry of dissociation. As a matter of fact, warm plasmas provide interesting

conditions and results, that still require a deeper understanding of the underlaying

electron kinetics [9, 56,57].
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